Drama
Time
Drama
Drama

Brownies

Activity
Opening

Description

Craft/
performance

shadow puppets
You’ll need: black construction paper, popsicle sticks,
scissors and tape

Program

Discuss being a good audience-in circle groups give the girls
a scenario and have them act out good and bad manners.
(ex: at a movie theatre, at a play or concert, in the line at a
grocery store, watching a sports event)
-talk about show some of the different kinds of puppets
that there are
Use towards puppet
play badge

Put the girls in small groups and then give each girl a
nursery rhyme that they will recreate with their puppets.
Then they will take construction paper and cut out shapes
they need to tell their nursery rhyme. Attach their shapes to
a popsicle stick and then practice their performance.
To perform with their puppets you will need a table, a white
sheet and a bright light. Set a table on its side so the girls
can hide behind it. Hold up a sheet and have the bright light
facing the sheet from behind. Turn off the lights and their
puppets come to life as shadows. They can take turns
performing their shows.

Craft

Marionette
Glue 5 pom poms together and add fishing line to the front
and back and attach to a 2 popsicle sticks.

Drama game

Pantomime
Use the list at the end of this meeting use the pantomime
list and have the girls move around the room in the actions
you state. So after they move for a bit. Yell stop and give
them the next instruction. Play for a few minutes and get
their dramatic juices flowing. Note: there should be no
talking just moving

Closing

Puppet play badge
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Pantomime List

Practicing Karate

Eating Spaghetti

Climbing a mountain

Flying a kite

Feeding a baby

Building a snowman

Grow like a flower

Feeding ducks

Making Pizza

Driving a race car

Walking on a tightrope Rowing a boat

Lifting Weights

Raking leaves

Be a monkey

Making a sandcastle

Swimming in the
ocean

Be a leaf blowing in
the wind

Playing on the
computer

Making pancakes

Watching a scary
movie

Washing dishes

Performing an
operation

Opening an umbrella

Drama
Time
Drama
Drama
Marching in a parade

Brownies
Skiing

Putting up a tent

